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A miniaturized (~1 cc) magnet-less RF electron trap for a helium ion pump is studied, addressing challenges associated with active pumping of atomic microsystems at low pressures (~1 nanoTorr). Two tasks are described: experimental verification of electron trapping, and numerical parametric modeling of electron trapping and ionization. It is found experimentally that the steady state floating potentials on electrodes near the trap become more negative after applying certain RF power levels, demonstrating electron trapping. The electron density within the trap is estimated via numerical modeling as ~1000x the density in the electron beam. Estimated ionization rates are as high as 60E6/cc/s.
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1.0 Project overview
1.1 Motivation and challenges

On-board vacuum generation and maintenance are essential for microsystems that require very precise control over package pressure over long periods of deployment. For example, miniaturized atomic inertial sensors require low operating pressure to minimize spurious between the atomic vapor species and gas molecules [Zoo92, Bor02]. However, the pressure of a conventional hermetically sealed package can increase significantly due to leakage paths into the cavity and outgassing from interior surfaces of the vacuum cavity. In cases like atomic microsystems, which require ultra-high vacuum (UHV, <1 µTorr (0.133 mPa)), even a combination of passive approaches like the use of low leakage packaging and getters is insufficient over a reasonable deployment interval. In particular, gettering of atomic helium is a challenge: helium that diffuses into the package remains unabsorbed by the getters.

In contrast to conventional passive vacuum maintenance methods, a miniaturized active pump can potentially provide a stable vacuum environment at the chip-scale. However, ultra-high vacuum levels are not practically realized by chip-scale mechanical roughing pumps, as the compressibility of the gas is too high for such pumps to work in this pressure regime. Such vacuum levels are also not easily met by chip-scale thermal transpiration (Knudsen) pumps [An13], as the required dimensional scaling of molecular flow channels at low pressures works against the technique. However, a miniaturized ion pump holds significant promise for meeting UHV requirements. The primary challenge for miniaturized ion pumps is electron trapping in a small volume at ultra-high vacuum in a manner that favors electron-gas collisions and suppresses electron-wall collisions.

In general, miniaturized ion pumps utilize a Penning cell structure similar to that used in commercial macro-scale ion pumps. The Penning cell structure consists of three electrodes (an anode and two cathodes) and a magnet. Planar titanium cathodes are sandwiched at the ends of a cylindrical-shaped anode and separated by a certain distance. The magnetic field is directed along the axis of the cylinder. Free electrons are produced from the cathodes by applying high electrical field between the anode and cathodes, and are confined to move in long spiral trajectories inside the cylindrical-shaped anode under the influence of crossed electrical and magnetic fields. Background gases are ionized by high kinetic energy electrons. Ions are accelerated toward the titanium cathode with sufficient energy to sputter fresh titanium molecules. The reactive background gas molecules (oxygen and nitrogen for example) are chemically absorbed by gettering action of exposed titanium; inert gas molecules (such as helium and argon) are ionized and implanted in cathode [Aud87, Sak94, Wel01]. One of our previous micro sputter-ion pump efforts utilized thin-film planar titanium electrodes at electrode gaps smaller than 150 µm, and successfully removed 168 Torr from a 6.33 cm³ package at near-atmospheric pressures. In contrast to macro-scale ion pumps that work in high vacuum level (<1 µTorr), no magnet is used in this ion pump, because magnet-less discharges can exist at higher pressure (close to atmospheric pressure) due to the mean-free path being close to the discharge gap at these pressures [Wri07]. Another of our previous efforts utilized a chip-scale Penning cell for sputter-ion pumping at operating pressure as low as 1.5 µTorr in a 2.5 cm³ package. This pump reduced pressure to <10 milliTorr from a starting pressure of 115 milliTorr in ≈4 hours of operation with 450-600 V applied across the device, and a 100-250 mW power consumption [Gre13].

In order to utilize a miniaturized ion pump effectively as an active pumping solution for atomic microsystems, however, a number of challenges still need to be addressed, ranging from ionization inefficiencies at high and ultra-high vacuum levels (<1 milliTorr), sensitivity of the atomic microsystem to magnetic fields, and effective noble gas pumping techniques.

Ionization inefficiencies at high vacuum levels: Mean free paths for electrons and gas molecules at nanoTorr pressure levels are typically on the order of 100 km. There are 30 - 300 million gas molecules in a volume of 1 cubic centimeter at these pressures. Both of these facts contribute to the dominance of gas-to-surface interactions in this pressure regime for miniaturized pumps. Ionization of the gas in miniaturized pumps would require either a very high rate of electron emission or very long-lived electrons. High rates of electron emission are possible to achieve with field emission arrays with surfaces that are covered with sharp tips capable of field ionizing any incident gas molecules [Gom94, Vel10]. Long-lived electrons can be achieved with structures such as Penning cell array that trap electrons in long orbits with the Lorentz
forces that arise from electric and magnetic fields [Gre13]. An RF electron trapping approach that does not use magnetic fields has potential for meeting this challenge, as this is an alternative way to trap an electron and elongate its trajectory to enhance ionization efficiency at high vacuum levels.

Sensitivity of the atomic microsystem to magnetic fields: Atomic inertial sensors are affected by magnetic fields, as these alter the relaxation process of the atoms during the relaxation period and thus the final atomic state that is measured is contaminated by information unrelated to the size of the inertial field. For instance, in NMRGs, changes of ~100 fT in the static field applied during measurement can result in an apparent change of the measured rotation rate of 1°/hr [Kit11]. The Penning cell configuration widely used in macro-scale pumps and adapted for use in the reported micro sputter-ion pump is not ideal for atomic microsystems due to the size of the magnetic fields required for electron trapping and the challenges associated with shielding such fields and minimizing field gradients [Gre13]. In fact, the proposed RF electron trapping ion pump is a magnet-less approach toward this challenge. It does not require permanent magnets of any kind and only generates very small magnetic fields associated with electron and ion current.

Effective noble gas pumping techniques: A cesium resonance cell is implemented in recent chip-scale atomic clocks to provide a frequency standard [Lut04]. Transparent glass windows are anodically bonded to a silicon cavity to form the vacuum sealed cesium cell at 1 µTorr to enable laser interrogation of gaseous atoms in atomic clock systems [Lie04]. However, helium can easily diffuse through glass into the vacuum sealed cell driven by a concentration difference; this diffusion degrades the cell performance. Noble gases like helium are more difficult to pump because the gettering action of the pump does not assist; pumping is due to only ion and molecule burial. Macro-scale sputter ion pumps use alternative electrode architectures to improve noble gas pumping (e.g., “triode” or “slotted cathode” configurations). Thus, it is worthwhile to study the “triode” configuration in a miniaturized ion pump to enhance noble gas pumping.

Motivated by these needs, a new miniaturized magnet-less RF electron trap for a helium ion pump is described in this report. This work is divided into two tasks – experimental demonstration of the proof of concept, and numerical modeling of the electron trapping, ionization, and gas species burial. The design and experimental work described in this report involves two generations of the proposed electron trap. The modeling described here studies the parametric effects of gas pressure, electron energy, electron beam current, RF frequency, and RF voltage on the trapped electron density and ionization rates within the first generation device geometry.

1.2 Concept

In this work, the proposed architecture utilizes stacked micromachined elements, RF electron trapping, and a triode configuration to result in a miniaturized ion pump (~1 cm³) capable of magnet-less ionization and pumping of noble gases – especially helium – at low pressures (~1 nanoTorr) and relatively low voltages (500 V). The pump configuration is shown conceptually in Fig. 1.
1.2.1 Pump operation

There are three consecutive stages in this miniaturized helium ion pump: electron generation stage, electron trapping and helium ionization stage, and sorption stage. The electron generation, entrapment, and gas ionization occur in the first phase of operation, during which RF power is applied. Following this, the RF power is switched off and the ions are accelerated toward the sorption layer by a DC voltage.

Electrons can be generated by a commercially available electron gun system or an integrated field emitter array. The generated electrons are then trapped between two grid electrodes via application of an RF voltage. The electrons are oscillated in this region, and the extended trajectory and kinetic energy are sufficient for ionizing the target gas. Ions build up in the ionization region while the RF voltage is applied, as the high frequency electric fields do not tend to appreciably accelerate the relatively massive ions. After sufficient ionization time, the RF voltage is switched off, and the ions are accelerated into the grid cathode (and away from the electron source) using a DC voltage. The ions collide with the surfaces of the cathode at shallow angles. This collision angle results in neutralization and reflection of the ions, and the now neutral particles continue on their reflected trajectory unaffected by electric fields. The high energy neutral particles are buried into the sorption layer. Neutralizing and reflecting these particles away from the grid cathode and into the sorption layer results in a lower likelihood of later re-release through continued sputtering action of the grid cathode. The grid cathode is to be made from a sputterable getter (titanium); the sputtering action of any heavy ions bombarding the cathode will not only further bury neutral particles but also will result in titanium gettering of reactive molecules (oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen) that may be present in the pump chamber. Importantly, the cathode is to be biased at a negative voltage with respect to the sorption layer and the base of the electron source during ion acceleration; this results in ions being attracted only to the cathode and away from both the electron source and the gas particles buried in the sorption layer.

There are several specific innovations in this concept, which have not been previously investigated at a miniaturized scale:

(i) Gas ionization with electrons with trajectories lengthened via RF voltage (magnets not required);
(ii) Slotted/grid cathode for generating and burying high energy neutrals for enhanced noble gas pumping;
(iii) Sputterable titanium cathode for pumping of reactive gases that may be desorbed during pump startup or due to thermal transients;
(iv) “Triode” configuration for protecting pump elements during ion sorption and avoiding release of buried gas particles;
(v) Integrated magnet-less ion gage for low dead volume in situ pressure measurement.

1.2.2 Pump architecture

Electron trapping and helium ionization

Generated electrons will pass through the grid electrode and into the ionization region. With no further electric field manipulation and at nanoTorr pressures, there would be an extremely small probability of interaction of these electrons with any gas molecules present in the ionization region, as the mean free path of electrons at 1 nanoTorr pressure ($3.5 \times 10^7$ molecules/cm$^3$) of helium (140 pm diameter) is approximately 330 km. The fraction of electrons that have not collided with a gas molecule, $\varphi$, after traveling a distance $x$ is related to the mean free path $\lambda$ as given by [Lie94]:

$$\varphi = e^{-x/\lambda}$$

(1)

In a millimeter scale cavity, >99.9995% of electrons would not collide with a helium molecule before being lost to the pump surfaces. This very small probability of collision could be overcome by flooding the ionization region with electrons, but this implies high currents and associated high power and high temperature in the electron source. Instead, we will improve ionization efficiency by trapping the electrons in the ionization region via application of RF voltage $V_{RF}$ between the grid electrode (V2) and the grid cathode (V3) as shown in Fig. 1. If the voltage is cycled at a high enough RF frequency $f_{RF}$, the electrons will oscillate indefinitely between the two grids – or until a collision occurs. Based on the Lorentz force...
on an electron, the minimum $f_{RF}$ that will limit the full length of the electron excursion to $d$, the gap between the electrodes, is:

$$f_{RF} \geq \frac{q|V_{RF}|}{2\pi^2 m_e d^2}$$

(2)

where $q$ is the fundamental charge, $m_e$ is the mass of the electron, and $|V_{RF}|$ is the amplitude of the RF voltage applied between the grid electrode and the grid cathode. As a representative case, a voltage amplitude $|V_{RF}|$ of 200 V and a gap $d$ of 5 mm would require a minimum frequency $f_{RF}$ of 240 MHz to trap the electrons. At this frequency or slightly higher, the electrons would travel 750 km in 300 ms. According to (1), this is a sufficient distance to ensure that better than 60% of the electrons collide with a gas molecule. Not every collision is an ionizing collision, however. The electron-ionization cross section $\sigma_{iz}$ for helium at the average (RMS) kinetic energy of 141 eV in this case is approximately $4 \times 10^{-21}$ m$^2$ [Pan90]. At a pressure of 1 nanoTorr and with the average velocity of the electrons in this case, approximately 0.74 ionizing collisions per second per electron are expected, as calculated by [Lie94]:

$$\nu = n\sigma_{iz} v$$

(3)

where $\nu$ is the ionization rate per electron, $n$ is the number of gas molecules per unit volume, and $v$ is the average electron velocity ($5.33 \times 10^6$ m/s for the current example). In order to pump at the desired 1 mL-nanoTorr/s (3.5 $\times 10^7$ molecules/s), each helium molecule to be pumped must be ionized and thus at least $4.7 \times 10^7$ electrons/s (the equivalent of 7.5 pA) must be trapped in the ionization region. If the duty cycle of the RF applied power is less than 100%, then the electron current required from the electron source is higher in inverse proportion.

Sputterable grid cathode and sorption layer

After a period of RF electron trapping and ionization, the pump will cycle into a sorption mode to remove the ionized gas. The proposed sputterable grid cathode and sorption layer will accommodate the pumping of both helium and water vapor (which may be present from plasma-induced or thermally-induced surface desorption). When the sorption mode begins, the RF power is switched off, and the ions will then be accelerated toward the grid cathode via application of a DC voltage $V_3$ that is negative (-100 to -400 V) with respect to the grounded pump walls. Note that this is a pulsed DC voltage, and not on during the electron trapping phase of the pumping. This is a “Triode” configuration that will protect the electron source from ion bombardment. Helium pumping will be enhanced by the grid cathode (Fig. 1.2), which provides an array of vertical facets that are almost parallel with the incoming ion trajectories. When ions collide with these surfaces at shallow angles, the ions are neutralized and reflected. The resulting high energy neutrals continue on their reflected trajectories – unaffected by electric fields – and are buried at the grounded sorption layer. This configuration results in the burial of helium molecules at locations that are not further bombarded by ions, ensuring that the buried helium molecules are not later released through continued pump operation (plasma-induced desorption or sputtering). Water vapor pumping will be accomplished via the sputtering action of the patterned titanium cathode, with the sputtered titanium chemically reacting with the water vapor constituents and removing them from the ambient. Any sputtering action and subsequent deposition on the nearby sorption layer will also further bury the neutral gas molecules implanted there. At the applied voltages and corresponding ion/neutral energies, it is likely that helium will be very shallowly implanted in the sorption layer (<100 Å, as for low energy (<600 eV) helium ions implanted in tungsten [Gor80]), while later diffusing into the sorption layer. Sputtering yield for a titanium target via low energy (<1 keV) helium ions is expected to be <0.1 [Ros62]. Thus, when only helium is being pumped, the voltage applied to accelerate the ions will be made as small as possible while still resulting in shallow implantation. If sputtering is required to pump larger species than helium, the accelerating voltage may need to be at least -400 V.
2.0 Significant accomplishments in Phase I

- RF electron trapping has been demonstrated experimentally and with numerical Hybrid Plasma Equipment Modeling.
- Low power resonant RF operation has been experimentally demonstrated. An equivalent circuit model and a simplified trapping model for the first generation electron trapping module has been developed, allowing the optimal operating parameters (frequency, power) to be estimated and used for demonstration.
- The Hybrid Plasma Equipment Modeling code has been developed to allow RF frequencies and low pressures. This model has been utilized to numerically validate 100x performance improvement in ionization rates with RF electron trapping versus DC electron impact ionization.
- Ionization rate measurement techniques have been devised and investigated, with many lessons learned for future work.
- A second generation enhanced efficiency electron trap module has been designed, fabricated, and assembled. Key features include ultra-fine perforated electrodes for improved electric field uniformity, a sorption layer to enable pumping demonstration, and much-improved volume utilization compared to the first generation device. Characterization of this second generation is forthcoming.
3.0 Task by task account of progress

3.A Task A – Experimental proof of concept

- Task A Objectives
  - Simple component-level modeling and design:
    - Electrostatic modeling
    - Pump conductance versus pump dead volume
    - Grid geometry and electrode gaps
  - Fabrication and assembly of experimental devices
  - Establishment of an appropriate RF vacuum test chamber
  - Characterization of electron trapping and ionization rates from first generation devices
  - Design of improved second generation devices
  - Fabrication and assembly of second generation devices

- Task A Accomplishments

3.A.1 – Analytical model of RF electron trapping concept

A simple analytical model for demonstrating the RF electron trapping concept is depicted in Fig. 2. Two parallel electrodes, RFA and RFB, are separated by a gap, \( d \). In order to trap and oscillate the electrons in between RFA and RFB electrodes, a RF voltage \( V_{RF} \) is applied at RFA and cycled at frequency \( f_{RF} \), while RFB is grounded to limit the x-axis electron excursion within \( \pm d/2 \), half of the gap between the parallel electrodes.

\[
V_{RF} \quad E(t) \quad d \quad e^- \quad 0 \quad RFA \quad X \quad RFB
\]

Fig. 2: Analytical model of RF electron trapping. \( V_{RF} \) is the RF voltage applied between two RF electrodes at RF frequency \( f_{RF} \), while \( E(t) \) indicates the associated electric field.

Based on the Lorentz force on an electron, equation 2 was derived to show the relationship between the magnitude of the applied RF voltage \( |V_{RF}| \), RF frequency \( f_{RF} \), and electrode gap \( d \) for an established RF electron trap. For a given \( f_{RF} \) and \( d \), there is a perfect RF trapping voltage \( |V_{RF,\text{perfect}}| \) that can enable the electrons to travel the entire electrode gap during a RF cycle. From equation 2:

\[
|V_{RF,\text{perfect}}| = \left(2\pi f_{RF}\right)^2 \frac{m_e d^2}{2q} \tag{4}
\]

By extending the trajectory of the electrons to the full extent of the trapping region, the total distance traveled per cycle is maximized. If the RF voltage \( |V_{RF}| \) exceeds this value, electrons are accelerated into the electrodes before turning back. At lower values of RF voltage, the electron trajectory and effective trap volume are diminished, reducing the acceleration time as well as the likelihood of interaction with gas molecules. Therefore, a trapping efficiency factor \( k_f \) associated with RF frequency is introduced into equation 4 to fully describe any established RF electron trap:

\[
|V_{RF}| = \left(\frac{2\pi f_{RF} k_f}{k_f}\right)^2 \frac{m_e d^2}{2q} \tag{5}
\]

For a given RF frequency \( f_{RF} \) and gap \( d \), \( k_f = 1 \) represents the most desirable value, with gradual losses in performance as \( k_f \) deviates from this value. As a representative case for \( d \) of 5 mm and \( f_{RF} \) of 240 MHz, the perfect RF trapping voltage \( |V_{RF,\text{perfect}}| \) is 200 V.
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3.4.2 – Electron trapping module (ETM) design and fabrication

There are several architectural and material considerations in designing the electron trapping module (ETM) to prove the concept of RF electron trapping.

Stacked and reconfigurable architecture (Fig. 3, Fig. 4(a)): This architecture provides flexibility in layer thickness and composition that can be achieved by simply stacking multiple layers together through two alignment holes in each layer. All layers other than two perforated RF electrodes (RFA and RFB, Fig. 4(c)) possess the same U-shaped topography with a 1 cm x 1 cm opening area; this permits the incoming electron into the trap formed between RFA and RFB, and controls the cross-sectional area of the overall trapping region. Meanwhile, RFA and RFB are separated by the U-shaped chassis (Fig. 4(d)), the thickness of which controls the dimension $d$ of the trap. Additional U-shaped metal layers can be easily accommodated into the ETM to provide additional electrical biasing; these are labeled as biasing metal plates A and B in Fig. 3. These can be used to, for instance, alter the electron beam energy or alter the electric field near RFA and RFB. The electrical connection to a metal layer is realized by a short extension past the edge of the electrode. The through-hole in the extension provides a bolted connection point to ultra-high vacuum grade solid core wire, which then connects to the electrical feedthrough in the vacuum chamber. All extensions are offset from each other for accessibility during assembly. U-shaped ceramic sheets (Fig. 4(b)) between different metal layers provide electrical isolation between metal layers. This reconfigurable configuration maximizes the potential for quick prototyping to explore the parameter space. For example, the gap between two perforated stainless steel RF electrodes can be simply changed by swapping the U-shaped stainless steel chassis with a chassis of a different thickness. Also, many perforated stainless steel RF electrodes can be stacked to alter the aspect ratio of the perforations.

Fig. 3: Schematic and exploded view of electron trapping module (ETM).

Electrode materials: The testing environment of ETM is in the sub-µTorr vacuum level, thus, all metal electrodes as well as the insulation layers should have low outgassing rate to minimize the gas load, and the ability to withstand baking at temperature as high as 300 °C for the final sub-nanoTorr operation. In addition, all metal must be non-magnetic or soft magnetic material to ensure the non-magnetic trapping environment. Candidate materials include aluminum and non-magnetic stainless steels such as annealed 304 stainless steel.

Insulation materials: The RF electron trapping of helium requires a relatively high RF electric potential in between the two perforated RF electrodes to establish the trap, and the resulting electric fields will also be relatively large because of the miniaturization of the device. Thus, the insulation layers are fabricated from superior insulating materials. Ceramic, and especially machinable ceramic (Macor), is particularly suitable for these requirements.
The two perforated RF electrodes are machined from 0.762 mm thick 304 stainless steel sheet patterned with 1.5875 mm diameter staggered holes. Those reported here have 40 mm length and 19 mm width when also considering the length of the extension. The two RF electrodes are machined such that the perforation patterns are well-aligned once they are stacked. The U-shaped ceramic layers (25.4 mm x 19 mm) are machined from 0.75 mm thick machinable ceramic Macor sheets, and two 1.695 mm diameter alignment holes are drilled. For this particular ETM, the U-shaped chassis is also made from a 304 stainless steel sheet, and trimmed down to 5.5 mm in thickness.

3.4.3 – Vacuum test setup

A schematic of the vacuum setup is shown in Fig. 5. This system provides the vacuum environment for the RF electron trapping testing. An all-in-one turbo pump (Agilent, Mini-TASK AG81), capable of pumping down to <100 nanoTorr, and a sputter ion pump (Agilent, 20 L/s VacIon Pump), capable of pumping down to 0.1 nanoTorr, are connected to the vacuum chamber (Kimball Physics, 2.75” Double Spherical Cube Vacuum Chamber) through a tee connector. The two pumps can be isolated from the vacuum chamber separately via manual control of the associated isolation valves. One vent valve (Kurt J. Lesker, 2.75” CF Manual Bellows Sealed SS Angle Valves) is also attached to the miniaturized chamber for venting the vacuum. helium can be precisely leaked into the chamber with the leak valve (Agilent, Variable Leak Valve). The pressure inside the chamber can be continuously monitored by the ion gauge (Adixen, AHC 2010). One BNC electrical feedthrough (Kurt. J Lesker, 2.75” CF 4xBNC) and another SHV electrical feedthrough (Kurt. J Lesker, 2.75” CF 4xSHV) are assembled to the chamber to provide electrical accesses to all metal layers of the ETM. An electron gun (Kimball Physics, FRA-2X1-2 Electron Gun) with an insertion length of 150 mm provides the electron source for the RF electron trapping testing. The electron gun is offset with a custom 2.75” CF full nipple by 58.74 mm from the right side of the chamber, such that the tip of the cathode barrel for the electron gun is only 10.7 mm away from the RFB surface in the ETM. This separation is close to the limit of working distance for this electron gun, and maximizes the electrons being shooting toward the trapping region. In addition, several customized stands are made to not only mechanically support the setup, but also adjust the vertical position of the different components.
The vacuum setup consists of a commercial combination diaphragm/turbo pump (Agilent Mini-TASK AG81) and a commercial sputter ion pump (Agilent, 20L/s Valcon Pump) capable of pumping down to 10 nanoTorr. The two isolation valves can separately isolate the pumps from the chamber. Two electrical feedthroughs provide electrical connection to the ETM, where it is placed inside the left part of the chamber. The electron gun is also attached to the chamber, with the barrel tip 10.7 mm from the ETM. A leak valve can precisely control the leakage of helium into the chamber. The ion gauge (Adixen, AHC 2010) continuously monitors the pressure inside the chamber.

The ETM, along with a customized ceramic stand (Fig. 6(a)), is placed in the left part of the chamber close to the BNC electrical feedthrough. The ceramic stand is machined from a machinable Macor bar, and fixed on top of the blank flange – located on the left bottom side of the chamber – by two 2.75” Groove Grabbers (Kimball Physics, MCF275-GrvGrb-C02). This stand provides electrical isolation between the ETM and the grounded chamber. The ETM is tightly fixed on top of the ceramic stand, with the trap opening perpendicular to and centered on the tip of the electron gun barrel. The blue arrow in Fig. 6 indicates the incoming direction of the electron beam. In order to effectively prove the proposed RF electron trapping concept, two additional collectors are added into the testing setup. Collector 1 covers the top of trapping region, and is bolted together with other layers from the back end of ETM. Collector 2 is clamped to the ceramic stand, and is located opposite to the electron gun barrel, on the back of ETM. In addition, a perforated Cutoff electrode is stacked with other layers and bolted onto the ETM. The perforation patterns of all three perforated electrodes (RFA, RFB, and Cutoff) are well aligned to ensure incoming electrons can pass into the trap. The Cutoff electrode is the perforated electrode closest to the electron gun, so it can prevent the electrons from going into the trap if it is biased to a positive potential.

The RFA, RFB, and Cutoff electrodes and the Chassis are closest to the trapping region. For these, BNC electrical feedthroughs are used to reduce the parasitic inductances and capacitances for the RF electron trapping testing. The two collectors (Collector 1 and Collector 2) and the two biasing metal plates (Biasing metal plate A and Biasing metal plate B) are electrically connected to the SHV electrical feedthrough via solid core wire. This feedthrough can accommodate high voltage (>1 kV) DC and pulsed DC signals.
3.4.4 – ETM RF characterization and modeling

Once the ETM is fixed inside the vacuum chamber, all electrodes and the chamber are grounded to the same ground except RFA, where the RF voltage is applied. The impedance analyzer (Agilent 4395A) is calibrated with three calibration standards (short, open, and load) from 20 MHz to 300 MHz before impedance measurement. Then, a 30 cm long LMR-400 low loss RF coax cable is connected between RFA via the associated BNC electrical feedthrough and the impedance analyzer. The impedance of the ETM along with the cable is measured in the calibrated frequency range via the impedance analyzer. Because experimentally measured impedance results are affected by the presence of the transmission line (coaxial cable), the ETM impedance $Z_L$ (Fig. 7) can be de-embedded from measured impedance result by shifting the reference plane to RFA by utilizing a lossless cable assumption and a lossless transmission line equation [Qia09]:

$$Z_{in}(f) = Z_0 \frac{Z_L + jZ_0 \tan \left( \frac{2\pi f}{k_v c} \right)}{Z_0 + jZ_L \tan \left( \frac{2\pi f}{k_v c} \right)}$$

where $Z_{in}$ is the impedance measured along with the coax cable, $Z_0$ is the characteristic impedance (50 Ω), $f$ is the frequency, $c$ is the speed of light, and $k_v$ is the velocity factor of cable being used (0.85 for LMR-400).
The de-embedded impedance (Fig. 7) shows seven resonant dips, with each dip indicating a series resonance formed between RFA and the seven other electrodes in the ETM. Therefore, a simplified equivalent circuit model (Fig. 8) with seven series RLC branches in parallel is developed to represent the ETM. Taking a look at the RFB branch of the equivalent circuit model, for example, a capacitor $C_{RFB}$ is formed between the RF electrodes. However, a stray resistance $R_{RFB}$ and a stray inductance $L_{RFB}$ are also presented due to the unshielded wires in the vacuum chamber, the contact resistances of these wires, and the skin effect within the electrodes. These parasitic components along with the capacitance cause a series resonant dip in the device impedance. Because electrons will be trapped between RFA and RFB electrodes during RF electron trapping testing, the generated RF electron trap can be well-represented electrically with $C_{RFB}$ in the developed circuit model. In this way, the RF voltage developed across the trap during RF electron trapping testing with a given input power and frequency can be estimated by calculating the developed voltage across $C_{RFB}$ in the equivalent circuit model. Meanwhile, the effect of the operating RF frequency $f_{RF}$ and output RF power $P_{out}$ on the electron trapping efficiency can be explored by combining the equivalent circuit model with the analytical model developed in Section 3.A.1.

![Fig. 8: The equivalent circuit model of ETM. The de-embedded device impedance results (Fig. 7) suggest that the seven electrodes in the device (aside from the driven RFA electrode) form parallel resonant branches, and each branch also has a series resonant behavior.](image)

In order to assign the series resonant frequencies in the de-embedded impedance in Fig. 7 to the correct branches of the equivalent circuit model, an experimental method is developed in which only one branch is loaded with an inductor (225 nH) between the electrode of that branch and ground, and identifying shifts of the series resonant dips in the measured (de-embedded) impedance. For example, by loading an inductor (225 nH) in between Collector 1 and ground, only one series resonant dip that originally is at 160 MHz when Collector 1 is grounded (blue impedance trace in Fig. 9) is shifted to 95 MHz (red impedance trace in Fig. 9), so the series resonant frequency associated with the Collector 1 branch is 160 MHz. In this way,
the series resonant frequencies of all seven branches can be identified. This results in the knowledge of
the fixed ratio between the capacitance and inductance in each branch. The approximate stray resistance in
each branch is also determined in this way, as the device impedance at the series resonant frequency of that
branch is dominated by the resistance in that branch.

Fig. 9: The series resonance associated with each branch in the circuit is determined experimentally by loading one branch with
an inductor (225 nH), and identifying the shift in the measured impedance spectrum. For example, loading the Collector 1 branch
shifts the series resonance at 160 MHz to 95 MHz, while other series resonances are unaffected.

The capacitances from RFA to every other electrode are first measured with a LCR meter (Hewlett-
Packard 4284A precision LCR meter). This provides a rough estimation for capacitance value in series
RLC branches. The inductance in each series RLC branch is estimated using the measured capacitance and
the series resonant frequency associated with that branch. Simulations are then performed in SPICE, tuning
all of the inductances and capacitances to match not only the series resonant dips, but also the parallel
resonant peaks in the de-embedded device impedance results. From the result in Fig. 10, the SPICE
simulated impedance of the ETM (red impedance trace) is well matched to the de-embedded ETM
impedance as shown in blue impedance trace. This indicates that the equivalent circuit model is an
appropriate representation of the ETM, so the actual RF voltage dropped across the two RF electrodes in
the ETM can be estimated with the voltage developed on $C_{RFB}$. The values of all components in the
equivalent circuit model are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: Summary of series resonant frequencies, capacitances, inductances, and resistances of seven branches in the equivalent
circuit model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Branch</th>
<th>Series resonant frequency ($f$ (MHz))</th>
<th>Resistance $R$ (Ω)</th>
<th>Inductance $L$ (nH)</th>
<th>Capacitance $C$ (pF)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chassis</td>
<td>63.3</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>1210.00</td>
<td>5.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutoff</td>
<td>75.9</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>916.90</td>
<td>4.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biasing metal plate A</td>
<td>82.8</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>400.10</td>
<td>9.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFB</td>
<td>143.6</td>
<td>18.75</td>
<td>921.25</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collector 1</td>
<td>159.7</td>
<td>28.12</td>
<td>3103.75</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collector 2</td>
<td>171.5</td>
<td>15.63</td>
<td>747.50</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biasing metal plate B</td>
<td>235.8</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>47.44</td>
<td>9.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The equivalent circuit model allows calculation of the amplitude of the RF voltage $|V_{RF}|$ developed across the $C_{RFB}$ for given output RF power levels $P_{out}$ from the signal generator. First, the voltage reflection coefficient $\Gamma$ is calculated to derive the amount of power being delivered to the ETM, $P_{Fwd}$:

$$\Gamma = \frac{Z_L - Z_0}{Z_L + Z_0}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

$$P_{Fwd} = P_{out} \cdot \left(1 - |\Gamma|^2\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $Z_L$ is the device impedance (complex) from the de-embedded impedance result of ETM, and $Z_0$ is the characteristic impedance of the source and transmission line (50 $\Omega$). For example, the amount of power absorbed by the ETM $P_{Fwd}$ is 31% of output RF power $P_{out}$ at RF frequency $f_{RF}$ of 143.6 MHz. Then, the peak voltage across the ETM $V_{L,peak}$ can be calculated and, from this value, the peak current through the RFB branch $I_{RFB,peak}$ can be calculated:

$$I_{RFB,peak} = \frac{V_{L,peak}}{R_{RFB} + j\omega L_{RFB} - \frac{1}{\omega C_{RFB}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

The amplitude of the RF voltage $|V_{RF}|$ across $C_{RFB}$ follows as:

$$|V_{RF}| = \frac{|I_{RFB,peak}|}{\omega C_{RFB}} = \frac{\sqrt{2P_{out}(1 - \frac{Z_L - Z_0}{Z_L + Z_0})^2}}{R_{RFB} + j\omega L_{RFB} - \frac{1}{\omega C_{RFB}} \cdot \frac{1}{\omega C_{RFB}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

By substituting the values of components identified in the equivalent circuit model and the measured de-embedded device impedance in equation 11, the amplitude of RF voltage $|V_{RF}|$ developed at RFA is calculated over the frequency range at different output RF power levels $P_{out}$ (three colored curves in Fig. 11). For any specific output RF power level, even without an RF matching network in between the RF source and the ETM, $|V_{RF}|$ is boosted and peaks at 143.6 MHz - the series resonant frequency in RFB branch - due to the resonant amplification of the series RLC circuit. From the power efficiency perspective, the lowest power to generate a given $|V_{RF}|$ at RFA will be achieved when the ETM is operated at the series resonant frequency of the RFB branch. Also, based on the analytical model of RF electron trapping, a trace indicating the perfect RF trapping voltage $|V_{RF,perfect}|$ (the trapping efficiency factor $k_f = 1$) for this specific 7 mm gap device over the frequency range is plotted in Fig. 11. As $|V_{RF}|$ becomes lower than the perfect RF trapping voltage for a given frequency ($k_f > 1$), the RF trapping is expected to exist but the efficiency is diminished, since reduced excursion of trapped electrons will result in a smaller effective RF electron trapping region. By substituting into equation 11 the calculated $|V_{RF,perfect}|$ associated with a
specific RF frequency $f_{RF}$ derived in equation 4, the required output RF power to initiate this perfect RF electron trapping can be calculated. The calculated optimal operating RF signal for the 7 mm gap ETM is at RF frequency $f_{RF}$ of 143.6 MHz, and an output RF power $P_{out}$ of 0.836 W.

![Graph showing RF voltage amplitude vs. frequency]

Fig. 11: Three colored curves indicate peak RF voltage $|V_{RF}|$ developed at RFA across the frequency range with different output RF power $P_{out}$. No electron trapping is expected to occur based on the analytical model, when peak RF voltage is higher than the perfect RF trapping voltage $|V_{RF,perfect}|$ as indicated by the $k_f = 1$ curve. A $k_f$ greater than 1 is expected to result in electron trapping, although the excursion of the electron within the trap is reduced as $k_f$ increases.

3.A.5 – ETM RF electron trapping characterization

For a typical capacitively coupled plasma (CCP) utilized in the commercial RIE chamber, a capacitor is usually placed in between the RF power source and a powered electrode. This electrode is isolated from the grounded chamber to store electrons and build up a negative DC bias voltage. This negative DC bias attracts positive ions across the plasma sheath to bombard, react with, and etch the substrate [Sug98].

Inspired by the CCP approach, a DC floating potential measurement scheme is developed for RF electron trapping testing. The DC blocking capacitors are added between electrodes and ground to DC float the electrodes, while still passing the AC RF signal during testing. In this way, the electrons that collide with the electrodes initially result in a negative potential at electrodes with DC blocking capacitors. Eventually, the floated electrodes became sufficiently biased to repel all the electrons, establishing a dynamic equilibrium state between the DC floating potential across the capacitors and the electron cloud in the trapping region. The magnitude of the negative floating potential is related to the electron density near the electrodes, as a higher electron density requires larger repelling force from the electrodes (and thus a more negative floating potential) to overcome the larger inter-electron repulsive forces.

The electrical testing setup to prove RF electron trapping is shown in Fig. 12. By putting DC blocking capacitors (86 pF) in series with electrodes near trapping region – RFA, Collector 1, and Chassis, while grounding all other electrodes, the value of DC floating potentials at Collector 1 and Chassis are an indication for electron density in the trapping region. A high impedance 10 to 1 ratio voltage divider is in parallel with DC blocking capacitor. Meanwhile, the DC floating potential is measured by attaching a digital multimeter (Agilent 34401A, Input impedance > 10 GΩ) in parallel with the 0.1 GΩ resistor in the voltage divider. Therefore, the overall 1.1 GΩ impedance is high enough to avoid establishing a significant leakage path for electrons. No major shifts in the impedance measurement of the ETM were found despite the presence of these capacitors. This is due to the capacitances of the DC blocking capacitors that are in series with the associated electrodes being much larger than the capacitances identified in the equivalent circuit model, thus not significantly changing the overall capacitance in each series RLC branch.
Fig. 12: Electrical testing setup for RF electron trapping. DC blocking (AC passing) capacitors are added to Chassis, and Collector 1 electrodes. Another capacitor is added between the RF source and the RFA electrode. The potential across Chassis and Collector 1 capacitors is measured with a high impedance voltage divider and voltmeter, minimizing the electron drain from the trap. A more negative potential across these capacitors is correlated with higher electron density near the associated electrode.

All RF electron trapping tests were done under same electron beam conditions of 40 µA steady emission current and 15 eV electron energy. Also, a 70 nanoTorr vacuum level was maintained during all testing periods.

3.A.5.1 – Reference measurement of electron beam: The “steady state” floating potentials (SSFPs) across the DC blocking capacitors with only the presence of electron beam are recorded as a reference. As a note, it takes about two hours to warm up the electron gun until it reaches a stable emission state, then an additional half an hour is needed to allow the floating potentials across the DC blocking capacitors to arrive at “steady state”.

3.A.5.2 – Power variation measurements: The “steady state” floating potentials (SSFPs) at Collector 1 and Chassis are measured under different output RF power levels $P_{out}$ at 143.6 MHz, which is the calculated optimal RF frequency $f_{RF}$ to achieve the best power efficiency as identified from previous analytical models. Several $P_{out}$ levels ranging from 0.105 W to 1.668 W are studied here. The optimal operating $P_{out} = 0.836$ W, identified in section A.5, is covered in this range as well. First, 30 seconds before turning on the RF at a specific power level, a customized LabVIEW® data acquisition program is started to simultaneously record all voltage readouts from the digital multimeters during the course of the RF electron trapping testing. Once the RF is powered on, observable changes in both Collector 1 and Chassis floating potentials occur over a course of minutes. Eventually the two floating potentials arrive at a new stabilized “steady state” before the end of data acquisition. At this point, the measurement is concluded, the RF power is switched off, and the DC blocking capacitors are shorted with a 10 MΩ resistor to discharge any charge built up during RF electron trapping. Typically, a two hour wait after this process is required for the floating potential to stabilize.
potentials to return to “steady state” values with just the electron source. Then, a new RF power level is selected, and the experiment repeated.

3.A.5.3 – Frequency variation measurements: The SSFPs at Collector 1 and Chassis are measured at several RF frequencies $f_{RF}$ between 141 MHz and 152.5 MHz at a fixed output RF power $P_{out}$ of 0.836 W. This set of measurements also covered the optimal operating RF signal, $f_{RF}$ of 143.6 MHz, and $P_{out}$ of 0.836 W, derived from the foregoing measurements and models. The testing protocol is similar to that described in the power variation measurements section.

3.A.5.4 – Reference measurements of RF: In the absence of electron beam, the SSFPs at Collector 1 and Chassis are measured again for all tests described in experiments 3.A.5.2 and 3.A.5.3 for comparison. The testing protocol is the same as the procedures mentioned in the 3.A.5.2. The recorded results all showed 0 V floating potentials, and no variations were detected as RF power and frequency varied.

The recorded SSFPs for experiments 3.A.5.1 and 3.A.5.2 are plotted with the power absorbed by the ETM $P_{Fwd}$ in Fig. 13. At an absorbed power $P_{Fwd}$ of 0.033 W ($P_{out}$ of 0.105 W), the SSFP is -15.9 V at Collector 1, while the SSFP is -20.8 V at the Chassis. Both are much more negative than -13.5 V, the reference SSFP at both Collector 1 and Chassis solely due to the incoming electron beam. The more negative floating potentials at the electrodes are a solid indication of electron densification in the trapping region, as larger electrode-electron repulsive forces are needed to balance higher inter-electron repulsive forces generated in a densified electron cloud. Furthermore, the SSFP at the Chassis is more negative than the SSFP at Collector 1. This result further supports the conclusion that a more negative DC floating potential is corresponds to a higher electron density: the U-shaped metal Chassis, sandwiched by two RF electrodes, has three sides immediately adjacent to the RF electron trapping region, while Collector 1 only covers the remaining side of the trap and is $\approx$ 3 millimeters further away from the trap. Thus, the Chassis, which is physically closer to the trapping region, has more area surrounding the electron trap than Collector 1.

![Fig. 13: The SSFPs measured across the capacitors in series with the Collector 1 and Chassis electrodes during RF electron trapping at different RF power levels with a fixed RF frequency of 143.6 MHz. The horizontal lines represent the SSFP established across the respective capacitors with only the injection of the 40 µA electron beam.](image)

As $P_{Fwd}$ increases, the SSFPs at Collector 1 and Chassis also become more positive, indicating a loss in trap efficiency. With further increases, the SSFPs become more positive than the reference SSFP results with no RF power applied. This indicates a smaller electron density in the trapping region due to the applied RF. Both of these observations are expected from the analytical model: as the RF voltage $|V_{RF}|$ becomes higher than $|V_{RF,perfect}|$, the incoming electrons are accelerated excessively and leave the trap before the voltage reverses.

The results of experiment 3.A.5.3 indicate that the SSFP is around -7 V at Chassis and -13 V at Collector 1 at five testing points in the frequency range from 141 MHz to 152.5 MHz at a fixed output RF power $P_{out}$ of 0.836 W (Fig. 14). (At 143.6 MHz, this is calculated as an absorbed power of 0.259 W). Since the SSFPs are linked to electron density in the trapping region, this indicates the trap electron density is similar over a range of $f_{RF}$ at approximately the same power level.
3.6 – Ionization rate measurements

The ETM has successfully demonstrated the RF electron trapping concept to enable electrons to oscillate in longer trajectories, which results in much higher probability for the electron to collide with gas molecules at ultra-high vacuum levels. The next step is to demonstrate that the RF trapped and accelerated electrons have sufficient kinetic energy to ionize gas molecules. According to the kinetic theory of gases [Ser11], the estimated ion life time is approximately 2.5 µs for this specific 7 mm trap under the assumptions that all the ions are helium, and are drained out at root-mean-square speed of helium from the center of the trap to the electrodes at the edges of the trap. An experimental testing configuration (Fig. 15) has been developed to investigate the gas ionization of the ETM at the various RF signal levels which were identified previously to form the most effective RF electron traps.

This testing configuration utilizes two operation states: an ion extraction state and an RF electron trapping state. A high power RF switch S1 (RF-LAMBDA RFSP2TRDC06G, DC-6 GHz, 5 W rated RF power, 70 ns switching speed, <0.5 dB insertion loss, >50 dB isolation) is located between the RF power source and the ETM. This element can switch the RF signal in and out of the ETM to transition between the two states. Ion extraction state: The RF signal is switched out of the ETM (S1 output port is switched
from J2 to J1) when TTL 1 of S1 is changed from 0 V to 4 V at time t1. The gate voltage $V_G$ of two Power MOSFETs M1 and M2 (VISHAY Si4124DY, <0.001 Ω on-resistance, 40 V maximum drain-source voltage, >20 A continuous drain current) is triggered by TTL 1 with a 0.4 µs delay to change from 4 V to 0 V at time t2. This results in turning off both M1 and M2 transistors, and thus the voltage at Collector 1 $V_{R1}$ is pulled up to 10 V to repel ions toward the Chassis, while the extracted ion current is passed through a 10 MΩ resistor $R_2$. RF electron trapping state: After a 20 µs ion extraction period, TTL 1 of S1 is changed from 4 V back to 0 V (S1 output port is switched from J1 back to J2) to power the ETM with RF signal again, and M1 and M2 are turned on to force both Collector 1 and Chassis to ground potential at this time. This 980 µs RF electron trapping period is sufficient to re-establish a stable RF electron trap for ionizing gas molecules according to the numerical modeling described in Task B of this report.

In this way, ions can be accelerated toward the Chassis by electrical potential less than 0.5 µs after switching out the RF signal, and sensed without the interference of RF feedthrough current. The estimated ion extraction current is around 1 µA under the assumptions that ion density is the same as the HPEM simulated electron density inside the trap, and all ions are extracted within a 20 ns time frame. A 1 V voltage $V_{R2}$ across $R_2$ due to this ion current is expected to occur around 0.6 µs after $t_2$.

This approach and variations on it have been experimentally evaluated. In every variation, issues with voltage noise, charge injection from the switches, RF feedthrough, and/or timing constraints prevented any useful measurements of ionization. There are specific details of this scheme that may be causing this. First of all, any noise that is higher than the estimated ion current level can be a significant problem during ion current acquisition. Potential noise sources can come from the 5 V power supply and TTL 1 of S1, for example. Another risk is that this scheme may not result in perfect grounding of Collector 1 and Chassis during the RF electron trapping state, as large RF feedthrough currents are capacitively coupled from RFA to other electrodes and the transistors M1 and M2 may not have very low impedance at these frequencies. Any RF voltage swing generated at the Chassis and Collector 1 may apply lateral Lorentz forces to the electrons and degrade the electron trap. Although the identified Power MOSFETs have small on-resistance (<0.001 Ω), their RF behavior has not been studied yet.

3.4.7 – Second generation device – Enhanced efficiency electron trapping module

This work concerns the design and fabrication of an enhanced-efficiency electron trapping module (E3TM) that can fit into a 1.33” spherical vacuum chamber with only 16 cc internal volume to demonstrate improved RF electron trapping. Other elements of this design are intended to allow demonstration of ionization and pumping of gases. The E3TM consists of two titanium grid electrodes, and a tantalum sorption layer. The basic structure still follows the stacked and bolted architecture utilized in the ETM. However, there are several advantages incorporated in the design of the E3TM compared to the ETM. First, customized titanium RF electrodes with a finer perforation pattern are designed to enable more uniform electric fields and a higher electron trapping efficiency, and to allow sputtering of fresh titanium which aids in gettering of reactive gases. A tantalum sorption layer is stacked into the E3TM to enhance noble gas pumping via physical burial. Through some structural modifications, the effective pumping volume to device volume ratio is increased from 10.2% for the ETM to 51.7% for E3TM while keeping the effective pumping volume the same. In addition, fewer metal electrodes are stacked into the E3TM to reduce parasitics and simplify RF characterization. A smaller exposed area of isolating ceramic layers are used to minimize unwanted electron charge accumulation. Ultimately, the device electrical and mechanical connections are realized by directly building the E3TM on top of a 1.33” (3.38 cm) CF electrical feedthrough.

Structural design: The E3TM is built and assembled on top of a 9-pin, subminiature-C 1.33” CF feedthrough as shown schematically in Fig. 16. The electrical connections and mechanical connections are realized by socket contact pins pushed on the feedthrough pins, so there is no need for additional mechanical support, and no need for vacuum-degrading soldering for electrical connections. The E3TM along with the feedthrough is capable of “plugging” into the vacuum chamber, so no manipulation inside the chamber is needed. This enables a smaller vacuum chamber which minimizes outgassing from the internal surfaces of the chamber. All functional layers - two grid electrodes and the sorption layer - are in the same 15 mm
diameter circular shape to maximize the space utilization inside the vacuum chamber. The two grid electrodes are spaced 7 mm apart by three pillars placed at the periphery of the electrodes, rather than a U-shaped metal layer (Chassis) as used in the ETM. This results in better volume utilization in the E³TM. A spreading stand is added into the stack to fit the feedthrough pin arrangement on one side, while spreading the three pillars used to connect all layers together toward the edge of the circular layers. Furthermore, the electrical isolation is realized by putting small ceramic washers in between metal layers, instead of ceramic sheets as used in the ETM. This reduces the overall exposed ceramic surface in the vacuum chamber and should reduce charge accumulation while the electron beam is on. In addition, all non-essential metal layers in the ETM are removed to prevent parasitic inductances and capacitances in the E³TM.

Material selection and fabrication processes: The grid electrodes with a fine perforation pattern are fabricated from 100 µm thick titanium sheet with photochemical machining (PCM) - a commercially available batch compatible lithographic approach [ASM89]. This enables the sputtering of titanium during the ion sorption stage, which will chemically react with and remove reactive gases like oxygen and nitrogen [Sak94]. The potential candidates for a sorption layer should allow helium to be implanted deeply at low implantation energy, while also possessing a low diffusion coefficient to avoid the release of implanted helium back into the vacuum chamber. However, these two characteristics typically oppose each other. Tantalum is identified as a good sorption material candidate because it can realize a good balance between helium penetration depth and helium diffusibility [Zie03, Tro14, Sci83, Fla04]. The tantalum sorption layer is patterned with micro electrical discharge machining (µEDM) from a 200 µm thick, 15 mm diameter tantalum disk (Goodfellow, 012-928-68) [Mas90].

Fig. 16: The E³TM consists of two titanium grid electrodes and a tantalum sorption layer, and is built on top of a 9-pin, subminiature-C 1.33” CF feedthrough. *Indicates that the bottom grid electrode is the powered RF and pulsed DC electrode.
3.A.8 – Fabricated and assembled E'TM

Fig. 17: Fabricated and assembled E'TM.

3.A.9 – Modification of vacuum testing setup

The overall internal volume of the vacuum setup identified previously is too large for pumping demonstration, because such a large surface area can result in a rapid increase in the vacuum level (to milliTorr level) due to extensive outgassing [Ota91]. However, several modifications can be made to append a small vacuum chamber to the larger chamber and still make full use of the already-built vacuum setup (Fig. 18).

Fig. 18: The modified vacuum setup for E'TM is shown in the dashed box. Two cross sectional views (A-A, and C-C) are used to indicate relative position between different vacuum components.
**Smaller vacuum chamber:** By detaching the electron gun with 150 mm insertion length from the larger vacuum chamber, a 1.33” spherical cube chamber with only 16 cc internal volume (Kimball Physics, MCF133-SphCube-A6) can be attached to the larger chamber with a 2.75” CF to 1.33” CF reducer (Kimball Physics, MCF275-FlgAdptr-C1A1). The small vacuum chamber is manually isolated from the rest of the vacuum setup by a 1.33” CF gate valve (Ideal vacuum, 11120-0060). In this way, the commercial vacuum pumps can still be utilized to pump the smaller chamber to the pressure starting point for pumping demonstration testing. **Micro ion gauge:** A low power micro ion gauge with small dead volume (11 cc) (MKS/Granville Phillips, 355001-YF) is added to the small chamber to monitor pressure during pumping testing. **Customized electron gun:** A customized electron gun (Fig. 19) is designed by Kimball Physics to supply electrons for the E³TM. The insertion length of the new electron gun is reduced from 6” (15.24 cm) to 1.62” (4.12 cm), and is pre-assembled on a 1.4” (3.56 cm) long spool to enable a 0.22” (0.56 cm) insertion into the small chamber. Although another 16 cc of dead volume is added to the vacuum system with this approach, this does provide a robust and controllable electron source for the E³TM. **Electrical feedthrough:** A 9-pin, subminiature-C 1.33” CF feedthrough (Accuglass, 9C-133 100010) is used as the electrical feedthrough to provide mechanical support and electrical access for the E³TM. As a final note, all vacuum components, as well as the E³TM, are fully bakeable up to 250 °C, since an outgassing process may be needed before pumping testing to degas absorbed gas molecules from any surface inside the small chamber [Ich99].

The characterization of the E³TM is forthcoming but results have not been obtained in time for this report.

---

Fig. 19: Customized electron gun along with the 1.33” spherical cube vacuum chamber (drawing provided by Kimball Physics).
3.B Task B – Detailed numerical and parametric modeling

- Task B Objectives
  - Establish appropriate algorithms and time/geometrical discretization in Hybrid Plasma Equipment Modeling code to deal with RF frequencies and miniaturized device volumes
  - Produce numerical estimates of electron trapping and ionization rates for a nominal case
  - Evaluate changes in electron trapping and ionization rates as parameters – such as frequency, voltage, pressure, beam current, beam energy – vary.
  - Work toward applying lessons learned in the predictive design of second generation devices.

- Task B Accomplishments

3.B.1 – Model description

The Hybrid Plasma Equipment Model (HPEM) modeling framework was used to simulate the electron trapping in helium. The HPEM is a two-dimensional fluid-hybrid plasma simulation platform which has been previously described in detail in [Kus09]. The HPEM consists of separate modules, each of which addresses different physical phenomena and exchanges information between the modules in a hierarchical manner. The modules are executed sequentially on time scales short enough to resolve pulsed periods. A single execution cycle through all modules used in a simulation, with each module accepting data from the previous module and providing data for the next in a sequential manner, is called an iteration. The modules are cycled through until a convergence is reached or a specified number of iterations have occurred. In this study, the modules of HPEM utilized are the Fluid Kinetics-Poisson Module (FKPM), Electron Energy Transport Module (EETM) and Electron Monte Carlo Simulation (EMCS).

The densities of all charged and neutral species, and the electric potential are calculated in FKPM. For all species in the system (electrons, ions, and neutrals), continuity and momentum equations are integrated in time. The electric potential is obtained by solution of Poisson’s equation using an incomplete LU BiConjugate Gradient sparse matrix solver. Charge densities on surfaces are computed as being due to the fluxes of electrons and ions from the bulk plasma and secondary electrons from other locations collected by those surfaces. A finite volume technique was used to discretize all spatial derivatives.

The Electron Monte Carlo Simulation (EMCS) within the EETM is used to derive electron energy distributions (EEDs) for both bulk electrons and for the transport of electrons from the beam source. The algorithms used in the EMCS are discussed in detail in [Kus09]. Briefly, electric fields from the FKPM are recorded as a function of position and phase during the RF cycle and cycle-averaged densities and source functions from the FKPM are then used to advance trajectories of electron pseudo-particles in the EMCS. Statistics are collected on the position and energy of electrons on each advance of their trajectories to produce EEDs, which are then combined with the electron densities from the FKPM to produce electron impact sources as a function of position. The electric field is updated when the FKPM and EETM are sequentially and iteratively called during execution of the model. The EMCS is also used to compute separate electron impact source functions resulting from the electron beam source. The secondary electrons are produced by fluxes of ions and excited states, which are obtained from the FKPM. The electrons that fall in energy below ≈4 eV are removed from the EMCS and are then treated in the bulk electron continuity equation.

The model developed in this study is computationally intensive. The model solves for plasma and neutral transport, temperatures and Poisson’s equation using a combination of explicit, semi-implicit and implicit methods with time steps calculated based on instantaneous plasma properties or a fraction of the RF cycle. In order to benefit from multicore computer architectures, algorithms in the HPEM were parallelized using OpenMP directives. Since the HPEM consists of many different modules each having separate algorithms which are executed sequentially for relatively short times, it is difficult to amortize the computational overhead in launching parallel threads. For this particular implementation of the HPEM, the overall speedup gained with respect to serial execution is shown in Fig. 20, and is 2.6 on 12 cores using the Intel Fortran Compiler and 2.8 GHz Intel Xeon processors.
In figure 21 a schematic of the geometry used in modeling of the electron trap is shown. Two gridded electrodes are separated by ceramic/grounded metal/ceramic spacers making the walls of the electron trap with dimensions of 0.7 cm tall \times 1 \text{ cm wide}. The ceramic spacer has a thickness of 1 mm and 6.8 relative permittivity. The top electrode is RF powered, while the bottom one is grounded. The grid consists of rectangular blocks with dimensions of 0.5 mm tall \times 1 \text{ mm wide}, which are separated by 1.75 mm voids. The electrons are injected into the intra-grid (trapping) region from an electron beam source (0.8 cm wide) located at the bottom of the domain, 1 \text{ cm below} the grounded electrode. The computational domain, 3.4 cm tall \times 1.8 \text{ cm wide}, is discretized in a Cartesian coordinate system on a grid of 140 by 75 cells and assumes symmetry about the central y-axis.

The first-principles model described in 3.A.1 analyzes a simplified and idealized case. Despite many assumptions, the model can provide insight into the efficiency of the trap. Based on this analysis and power budget for the experimental device, a parameter range is established in which electron trapping should be established with an RF modulated electric field. This parameter range is investigated with the HPEM model. In the nominal case, the computational domain is filled with 80 nTorr helium at room temperature.
The top electrode is powered by 150 V RF potential oscillating at 150 MHz RF frequency. The electron beam provides a uniform electron flux of 40 µA per 0.8 cm with 15 eV initial electron temperature.

3.B.2 – Results

In figure 22 the cycle averaged electron and helium ion densities are shown for the nominal case. Both densities are concentrated in the intra-grid region (trapping region or trap). Electrons injected from the electron beam, having initial 15 eV energy, travel to the grounded electrode and depending on the current phase of RF will be rejected or trapped. Trapped electrons oscillate in the trap before hitting and ionizing helium molecules or hitting the walls and disappearing. Based on simple analysis, electron excursion time (the number of cycles an electron will survive before hitting the wall or going out of trap) depends on the electron energy at the grounded electrode and the phase of RF at that instance. The longer the excursion time, the higher probability of collision with a helium molecule. In order for the collision to be an ionization event, the electron energy at collision should be at least as high as the ionization threshold in helium, which is 24.58 eV. Electron density is built on a cycle to cycle basis and reaches periodic steady state within tens of cycles. Steady state peak electron density is 3 orders of magnitude higher than the initial electron density.

![Plasma properties for the nominal case conditions (He, 80 nTorr, 150 MHz, 150 V, 15 eV, 40 µA). (a) Electron density and (b) He+ density.](image)

Electron impact ionization sources due to the bulk $S_{\text{bulk}}$ and electron beam $S_{\text{beam}}$ are shown in figure 23. The profile of $S_{\text{bulk}}$ mirrors the profile of electron density and peaks at $6.1 \times 10^6$ cm$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$. The trajectories of electrons from the electron beam are vertical, perpendicular to the surface of the electron beam source. As a result, $S_{\text{beam}}$ shows mostly vertical traces with horizontal scattering in the region above the powered electrode. $S_{\text{beam}}$ peaks in the trap with a value of $89.5 \times 10^6$ cm$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$. The synergistic effect of the electron beam source and the RF modulated field results in the efficient trapping of electrons in the intra-grid region.
In figure 24, the base pressure is varied to 40 nTorr and 120 nTorr. We show the results of electron density and $S_{\text{bulk}}$ on the centerline ($x = 0$ cm). The electron density is not sensitive to pressure changes, while $S_{\text{bulk}}$ scales linearly with pressure.

![Plasma properties for the nominal case conditions (He, 80 nTorr, 150 MHz, 150 V, 15 eV, 40 µA). Electron impact ionization source by (a) bulk and (b) electron beam electrons.](image)

![Electron trapping for gas pressures of 40, 80, and 120 nTorr (He, 150 MHz, 150 V, 15 eV, 40 µA). (left) Electron densities and (right) electron impact ionization sources by bulk electrons along the vertical midline of the trap ($x = 0$ cm in the modeled domain).](image)

The initial energy of electrons injected from the electron beam source is varied between 5, 15, 30 and 60 eV in figure 25. With increasing electron energy, the ionization sources $S_{\text{beam}}$ are distributed fairly uniformly over the entire region in front of the electron beam source. In the case of low initial electron
energies up to 15 eV, the electrons are not energetic enough to overcome the ionization threshold in the area between the electron beam source and grounded electrode, as well as in the lower half of the electron trap. For increased initial energies from 30 eV and higher, the energy is sufficient to produce an ionization event in the regions directly in front of the beam source. However, the ionization event density is still larger within the trap for these energies.

Fig. 25: Electron impact ionization sources by beam electrons for the initial beam energies of (a) 5 eV, (b) 15 eV, (c) 30 eV, and (d) 60 eV (He, 80 nTorr, 150 MHz, 150 V, 40 µA).

The trapped electron density is highly sensitive to the electron beam current. Figure 26 shows the electron density on the centerline (x = 0 cm) for various currents of 20-2000 µA and peak electron density as a function of the current. Peak electron density varies with electron beam current fairly linearly over this range of current.

Figure 27 shows the peak electron density in the trap as a function of RF voltage for the fixed frequency of 150 MHz. The peak electron density has the highest values for the voltages between 100 and 200 V. It is remarkable that the electron density in the case of 1000 V is 6 times lower than for the values at 200 V. The figure should be viewed in conjunction with figure 28, where the peak electron densities in the trap for various fixed frequencies as a function of $k_f$ are shown (the voltages vary as in the x-axis of figure 27). In the case of 150 MHz, the peak value is reported for $k_f$ values from 1 to 1.6 (which corresponds to the voltages of 100 to 200 V), which is in good agreement with the predictions of the analysis presented in 3.A.1. These trends are in a good agreement with experimental observations. For the other values of the frequencies, the trends do not fully obey the predictions from the first-principles analysis. The peaks are mostly occurring when voltages are between 100 to 250 V, while corresponding $k_f$ values are scattered between 0.3 and 1.7. The disagreement between the simplified analysis and the simulation results in figure 28 is likely due to a number of effects not captured in the simplified analysis: electric field non-uniformity, repulsion from charged surfaces, electrons generated via ionization events, etc.
Fig. 26: (left) Electron densities as a function of height on x = 0 cm for different electron beam currents. (right) Peak electron density as a function of electron beam current (He, 80 nTorr, 150 MHz, 150 V).

Fig. 27: Peak electron density as a function of applied RF voltage (He, 80 nTorr, 150 MHz, 15 eV, 40 µA).
4.0 Conclusions

There are several conclusions that can be drawn from the efforts described. First, the device structure is effective in trapping electrons at nanotorr pressure levels using only RF. The DC floating potential measurement scheme, which correlates the SSFPs established across DC blocking capacitors with electron density in trapping region, was developed to investigate RF electron trapping in the ETM. At an absorbed RF power $P_{\text{Fwd}}$ of 0.033 W at RF frequency $f_{\text{RF}}$ of 143.6 MHz, the measured SSFP at Chassis and Collector 1 were more negative than reference SSFP with RF power off and only due to the injection of electron beam. This demonstrated that the electron density over the trapping region was increased by this applied RF signal, and proved the RF electron trapping concept. Further, as $P_{\text{Fwd}}$ rose above 0.259 W (143.6 MHz), which is a power level that would result in a RF voltage $|V_{\text{RF}}|$ too high to effectively trap electrons according to the analytical model, the SSFPs at Chassis and Collector 1 became more positive than reference SSFP results. This indicated a lower electron density with the presence of RF signal at that power level, and demonstrated that effective RF electron trapping can only happen over a certain RF power range at a specific RF frequency. Finally, the SSFPs at Chassis and Collector 1 remained stable over a range of $f_{\text{RF}}$ at a fixed output RF power $P_{\text{out}}$ of 0.836 W. This matched the Hybrid Plasma Equipment Model (HPEM) results that showed the same electron densification could occur over a range of $f_{\text{RF}}$.

While ionization measurement from the ETM has been constrained by noise and electrical parasitics, the HPEM modeling does indicate that sufficient ionization can occur in this type of device. The second generation device, an enhanced-efficiency electron trapping module (E3TM), has been designed and assembled. The improvements designed into this device, as well as the modified test chamber, are anticipated to allow the demonstration of efficient RF electron trapping, sorption, and pressure modulation in the coming few months.

5.0 Discussion and future potential

This work was the first to investigate RF electron trapping between planar electrodes as part of a magnet-less ion pumping concept. The experimental work and numerical modeling done on proof-of-concept devices illustrate with certainty that electrons can be trapped with this approach. It is also clear that this approach has advantages over other magnet-less electron-ionization approaches. First, the trap can densify electrons by at least three orders of magnitude; this can enable reduced electron current from field...
emitters or other electron sources, which will lower tip heating, outgassing, and electron source degradation compared to approaches that do not trap electrons. Second, this trap has been shown through modeling to utilize a large portion of the intra-grid volume for trapping and ionization; other trapping approaches may utilize only specific trajectories within the trapping space and thus be less volume efficient than this approach. Finally, this trap has also been shown through modeling to be fairly insensitive to incoming electron energy; other trapping approaches that rely on establishing orbits may be very sensitive to this parameter. The work described in this report has also shown that a major risk with this approach – power draw during RF trapping – can be mitigated by taking advantage of serial resonances within the device. Results from the first generation device described here indicate that further attention to RF design and minimization of parasitic resistances may allow continuous RF duty at ~10 mW of power in a device of this size.

This work has established the suitability of the RF electron trapping approach, and the promise of a miniaturized, magnet-less ion pump. Results from the second generation device (E²TM) are forthcoming. The approach itself has many built-in features that should improve pumping: the ability to handle gases besides helium via sputtering of the titanium electrodes, a triode configuration that should protect delicate pump components like field emitter tips, and an integrated low dead-volume ion pressure gauge that can enable servo-controlled pressure modulation. Work beyond the first pumping demonstrations will yet be required: integration of a robust electron source, implementation of board-or-chip-level power and control electronics, and demonstration of full compatibility with atomic microsystems. Further miniaturization of this pump may be possible, especially by implementing micro fabrication processes. However, new methods may be required to accommodate the parasitic capacitances that may become more dominant as electrode gaps are reduced.
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